
Introducing Orblue’s New Durable, Long-Lasting
Taco Holder
MIAMI, FL., UNITED STATES, November 22, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The newly launched Taco Stand has a
stainless steel body that provides long lasting shine, anti-corrosive
ability, and a scratch resistant surface, making it the perfect choice
for busy families.

Orblue, located in Miami USA, is working every day on new
innovations to make kitchen life easier. The company, founded in
2013, has now launched a Taco Holder, a new addition to a variety
of products that the company offers to save time and effort.
Available at Amazon.com for just $15.97, the 3-pack Taco Stand by
Orblue comes with three slots each for holding tacos, while it can
be flipped over to have four slots on the upper side. It provides
enough space to serve 4 people. 

The newly launched Taco Stand has a stainless steel body that’s anti-corrosive and has a   long
lasting shine. In addition, the plastic coating  on each of the taco shells not only enhances its ability to
grip well but also makes it scratch resistant.

Other than tacos, this efficient platform provides a tightened grip for burritos, roll ups, wraps, tortillas,
and hotdogs. Furthermore, the size of taco holder is made to fit a standard size plate, which adds to
Orblue’s innovative design. 

The Taco Holder is not only durable but also a time-saver, as it holds your tacos right in place while
you work on others. In addition, the taco platform adds an attractive touch, making a simple meal look
like it was prepared by a professional chef.

About the Company: 

Founded in 2013, Orblue entered the market with an aim of providing effective kitchen tools to its
customers. The Miami based company offers a wide range of kitchen gadgets, cooking utensils, garlic
presses, bag sealers, dough blenders, small appliances, kitchen appliances, essentials, accessories,
pastry cutters, and other tools. Orblue’s primary focus has always been to make its customers’ lives
easier. 
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